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ON THE TENSOR PRODUCTS OF JW-ALGEBRAS 

FATMAHB.JAMJOOM 

ABSTRACT. In this article we introduce and develop a theory of tensor products of 
JW-algebras. Since JW-algebras are so close to W* -algebras, one can expect that the 
W* -algebra tensor product theory will be actively involved. It is shown that if M and N 
are JW-algebras with centres Z\ and Zi respectively, then Z\ ®Zi is not the centre of the 
JW-tensor product TW(M®N) (see below for notation) of M and N, in general. Also, the 
type decomposition of JW(M(g)AT) has been determined in terms of the type decompo
sition of the JW-algebras M and N which, essentially, rely on the relationship between 
the types of the JW-algebra and the types of its universal enveloping Von Neumann 
algebra. 

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper we rely on the theory of tensor products 
of Von Neumann algebras. Our standard references will be [11, 13, 14, 15, 20]. If Si 
and $ are C*-algebras, then the minimal C*-tensor product of SI and S is denoted by 
•# ®m\n *B> Given Von Neumann algebras 94 and 9\£ acting on Hilbert spaces H and K, 
respectively, the Von Neumann tensor product of M and 9^ is the Von Neumann algebra 
generated by the algebraic tensor product 94 (g) 9\[ of 94 and fA£ in # ( / / (g) K). It is 
known that if 94 and fA£ are W* -algebras, then there is a unique central projection Z 
in (94 (g>min 5\£)** such that 94 <g)min 9£ is identified with a weak-* dense C*-subalgebra 
of {94 ®min 9i)**Z. The ft7*-algebra (94 ®min fA£)**Z is called the VT-tensor product of 
94 and 9[, and is denoted by 94®9i [15, p. 66], [20, p. 221]. If m : M -> «(//) and 
iti'^L-^ *B{K) are faithful representations of W*-algebras, then the W*-tensor product 
of fAf and 9\£ is isomorphic to the Von Neumann tensor product of ir\ (M) and ^(fA^). 
Based on this fact, the Von Neumann tensor product of two Von Neumann algebras £W 
and 9\£ will be, also, denoted by 9{<S>9\[ without specifying the Hilbert spaces on which 
94. and 9\[ act. 

If M is a JW-algebra, let W*(M) be the universal enveloping Von Neumann algebra 
of M, and let <J>M be the canonical involutary *-antiautomorphism of W*{M). Usually we 
will regard M to be a generating Jordan subalgebra of W*(M) so that <J>M fixes each point 
of M. The real Von Neumann algebra RW*(M) = {xG W*(M) : </>M(X) = x*} satisfies 
RW*(M)n/RW*(M) = 0, W*(Af) = RW*(M)0/RW*(M). If M is a JC-algebra,letC*(Af) 
be the universal enveloping C*-algebra of M. It is known that C*(M)** ~ W*(M**). The 
reader is referred to [9, Chapter 7] for the properties of C*(M) and W*(M). 

Let M be a JW-algebra. M is said to be finite if every family of orthogonal equivalent 
projections is finite. A projection e in M is said to be finite ifeMe is a finite JW-algebra 
and to be abelian ifeMe is abelian. Further, M is said to be of 
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(a) Type I if CM(^) = 1 for some abelian projection e of M, where c\f(e) is the central 
support of e in M. 

(b) Type 7fin if M is of Type / and finite. 
(c) Type Too if M is of Type / with no non-zero central finite projections, 
(d) TypeII\ if M is finite without non-zero abelian projections, 
(e) Type //oo if c^(e) — 1 for some finite projection e of M, and M has no Type / or 

III summand, 
(f) Type III if M has no non-zero finite projections. 

Every JW-algebra decomposes into a direct sum of some or all of the five types (b)-(f) 
[21, Theorem 13]. 

Given n < oo and orthogonal equivalent abelian projections e\,..., en in M such that 
E"=i^/ = l ,Mis saidtobeof 7y/?^/w;andMisofType/fin ifandonly i fM= T,feSMn, 
where S Ç N (possibly infinite) and each Mn is a Type /„ JW-algebra. 

In addition, the Type /„ JW-algebras (n < oo) decompose into distinct types. In order 
to describe these we will say that: 

(i) Mis of Type InJF, where n < oo and F = R, C or H if M ~ C(X,Mn(f)SM)9 for 
some compact hyperstonean space X. 

(ii) M is of Type Iijk if every factor representation of M is onto the spin factor V^. If 
k < oo, this means that M = C(X, V^) for some compact hyperstonean space X\ 
and when k is an infinite cardinal, it is equivalent to the existence of a weak-* 
dense JC-subalgebra in M of the form C(X, Vk), for some compact Hausdorff 
space X(Stacey [17]). 

If M is of Type /„, 3 < n < oo, then M is a direct sum of the three types described in 
(i). If M is of Type h then there exists a subset S Ç N and a set SQO of infinite cardinals 
such that 

kes kes^ 

where each Mk is of Type I2jk> We will call Y,feS Mk the Type h,oo part of M (see the 
proof of Theorem 2.7 of [4], references [9, 16, 17721]). 

Let A and B be JC-algebras. We may suppose that A and B are canonically embed
ded in their respective universal enveloping C*-algebras C*(A), C*(B). The completion 
]C(A <g)min B) of the real Jordan algebra J(A ®B) generated by A ®B in C*(A) ®min C*(B) 
is called the JC-tensor product of A and B with respect to the minimal C*-norm on 
C*(A) (8) C*(B). For a detailed account of the theory of tensor products of JC-algebras, 
the reader is referred to [5]. 

2. Tensor products of JW-algebras. Each JW-algebra sits inside a Von Neumann 
algebra so it is natural to seek means of exploiting the theory of tensor products of 
Von Neumann algebras in order to produce a theory of tensor products of JW-algebras. In 
this section, we introduce the definition of the tensor product of two JW-algebras. Theo
rem 2.9 is the main result of this section, and it provides a useful tool in the succeeding 
sections. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let M C <B(H)5M and N C (B(K)SM be JW-algebras, where H 
and Â  are complex Hilbert spaces. We denote by JHJC(M ® A/) the Jordan subalgebra of 
(B(H®K)Sma generated by the (real) algebraic tensor product M®N of M and N. The cor
responding weak-operator closure will be denoted by JW#^(M(â/V). Then JW Hjc(M<§)N) 
is a JW-algebra, and is called the JWH\K~tensor product of M and N. If [M]~, [N]~ de
note the Von Neumann subalgebras of #(//), (B(K) generated by M, N respectively, then 
by définition, the Von Neumann algebra [JW//^(M0AO]~ generated by IWHJC(M®N) in 

DEFINITION 2.2. Given JW-algebras M and N, regarded as canonically embedded in 
W*(M) and W*(N), respectively, we define the JW-tensor product of M and N to be the 
JW-algebra generated by M (g) N in W*(M)<8> W*(N). We denote it by TW(M®N). 

Let M and N be JW-algebras. By [4, Theorem 2.7] we can realize C*(M) as the C*-
algebra of W*(M) generated by M. Consequently we have the natural inclusions 

j(M® N) c C(M) ® C*(AO c »r (JW) ® r w 

Thus, it is clear that JW(M®N) is the weak-* closure of J(M <g> AO in fP(A40<g>FP (JV). 
Using [20, 4.4.22] we have further inclusions 

J(M(g)A0 C JC(M®minA0 C C*(MK8)minC*(A0 C W*(M)®min W*(N) C ^ ( A f ) ® » ^ 

where W*(M)®m\n W*(N) is of course weak-* dense in W*(M)®W*(N). Thus we also 
deduce that JC(M®min N) is weak-* dense in TW(M®N). 

LEMMA 2.3. Let M Ç (B(H)SM and N Ç $(K)SM be TW-algebras. Then there is a 
normal Jordan homomorphism ofTW(M®N) onto JW//^(M®Ar). 

PROOF. Let IM'-M —> [M]~, and i^'-N —• [A^]- be the inclusion maps. Then con
sider the surjective normal *-homomorphisms CM'- W*(M) —> [M]~, CM: W*(N) —> [Af]. 
This gives rise to the surjective normal *-homomorphism LM&CN of JP(A/)<S> W*(N) onto 
[A/]"(8)[iV]". Let 7T be the restriction of CM®£N to JW(M®A0- Thus TT(JW(M<§)A0) is a 
JW-subalgebra of ( [ M T ^ N ] - ) ^ , by [9, 4.5.5 and 4.5.11]. Since M and N generate 
TW(M(g)N) and TWnjciH (g) A^ÎT is surjective, proving the lemma. 

The next result is apparent from Lemma 2.3 and [20,4.5.2]. 

LEMMA 2.4. Let MandNbe JW-algebras. If m : M -> <B(H)SM, andir2 : AT -> ®(£),.fl 
are faithful normal representations of M and N which extend to faithful normal repre
sentations Tfi : W*(M) —* $(//), TT2: ^*(A0 -+ «(AT), f/œw 

W{M®N) ~ JWHjt(M®N). 

REMARK 2.5. Let M Ç fB(H)SM be a universally reversible JW-algebra with no non
zero weakly-closed Jordan ideal isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of a Von Neumann 
algebra, then [M]~ ~ W*(M). Indeed, if R(M) Pi iR(M) = 0, then the conclusion follows 
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by LQmma23.If R(M)niR(M) ^ 0,then7 = R{M)-fMR{M)- ± 0,by [19,Lemma2.3], 
and is a non-zero weakly-closed two sided ideal of [M]~ (see [18, Remark 2.2]). In ad
dition, 

Js, = (R(M)~ H iR(M)-)sa C R(M)~a = M, 

by [2, p. 279]. Hence, Jsa is a non-zero weakly-closed Jordan ideal of M. This contra
diction proves the assertion. 

COROLLARY 2.6. Let M C S(//)5.a, andN C 1$(K)SM be universally reversible JW-
algebras such that M and N contain no non-zero weakly-closed Jordan ideals isomorphic 
to the self-adjoint part of a Von Neumann algebra. Then 

JW(M®N) ~ JW//^(M(g)A0. 

It is easy to see that if M is a JW-algebra, then M is reversible in W* (M) if and only if 
M is universally reversible. Thus, given a JC-algebra A, the separate weak *-continuity 
of multiplication together with the fact that C*04)** = W*(A**) [9, 7.1.11] imply that ,4 
is universally reversible if and only if A** is universally reversible. 

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let M and N be VN-algebras. Then JW(M(g)Ar) is universally re
versible unless one ofM, N has a non-zero abelian part and the other a non-zero Type 
h,k part, for some cardinal number (possibly infinite) > 4. 

PROOF. Suppose that the condition on M and N fails to occur. Then JC(M ®min N) is 
universally reversible, by [5, Corollary 1.5]. Hence JW(M(S)iV) is universally reversible 
because it is the weak-closure of JC(M(g)minN) in W*(M)®W*(N). 

On the other hand, suppose that M has a non-zero abelian part Ma ~ CR(X), say, where 
X is a compact hyperstonean space and N has a non-zero Type I2tk part Mk, for some cardi
nal number k > 4. Then using Stacey 's result [17], and Grothendieck's result [20] we see 
that, since Ma®Mk has a weakly dense subalgebra isomorphic to C&(X) ®\(C{Y) ®\ V^) 
= CR(X x Y) ® A Vk9 where CR(Y) ~ Z(Mk) and A = least cross norm. JW(Mg>AT) has a 
non-zero Type I2jc part. Hence JW(M(g)A0 is not universally reversible. 

REMARK. Corollary 2.6 cannot be improved, and as examples of failure: 
(a) Let M = N = Vs(~ M2(H),.a). By [3, p. 385] 

W(M®N) ~ 0Afi6(R),.«. 
l 

However there is a natural embedding n: VS —> *B(H), where H = C4, in which case, 
#(TT(K5)) ~ Af2(H) and we see that 

and hence, JW(M®A0 9̂  JWH,H(M®N). 
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(b) Put M = N = Mn(C)SM. We note that Mn(C)SM <g> Mn(C)SM = M^(C)SM. So from 
the natural identification M„(C) — (8(11), where H = Cn we have 

mHyH(M^N) = Mn2(Qs.a-

On the other hand, we have 

JW(M0AO= (RW*(M)(g)RW*(A0) 
V j^ / s.a 

= (MB(C)®M„(C)) 
V R J s.a 

= (M„2(C),fl0M„2(C))^. 

That is JW(M<g>JV) ^ JWHJ{(M<Ë)N). 

LEMMA 2.8. Let M C (B(H)SM be a universally reversible VN-algebra. Then 
RW*(M) = R(M)~. Further, ifR(M) H iR(M) = 0, then W*(M) = [M]~. 

PROOF. The natural inclusion M —> *B(H)SM gives rise to the real weak *-continuous 
surjection ir: RW*(M) —• R(M)~, where 7r O I/>M(*) = x, for all x G M, by the universal 
property. But note, JC G Ker7r implies that x*x G RW*(A/)s.a = ipAf(M), SO that with 
^MCV) = -X** we have y = ir o ^MOO = ?r(x*x) = 0. Hence JC = 0, proving the first 
statement. The second statement is now immediate from the fact that R(M)~ CMR(M)~ — 
0 [19, Lemma 2.3]. 

NOTATION. Let %^ and 5 be real subspaces of Von Neumann algebras 94 and fA£, 
respectively. We denote by %J^S the real Von Neumann subalgebra of 94&9^ generated 
by the set { E ^ rj ® j?y,ry G ^ , ^ G 5 j = 1,. . . , /i}. 

THEOREM 2.9. Lef M a«J TV 6e TW-algebras, and <\>M, <\>N be the canonical ^-anti-
automorphisms ofW*(M), W*(N), respectively. IfTW(M<g>N) is universally reversible, 
then 

(i) W*(W(M®NJ) = W*(M)®W*(N). 

(ii) <J>M®<I>N is the canonical *-antiautomorphism ofW* (JW(M®7V)), in which case, 
JW(M<§)N) is exactly the self-adjoint fixed points of4>M®<t>N-

PROOF. Consider the *-antiautomorphism 

<t>M^<t>N- W*(M)®W*(N) -> W*(M)®W*(N), 

and note that if JC G W*(M), y G W*(N)9 then 

((t>M®<l>N)2(x ®y) = <j)2
M(x) <g> <j>2Jy) = x®y. 

Thus (<I>M&<}>N)2 is the identity map on W*(M)<&W*(N) since it is normal. Now, consider 
the real *-subalgebras, RW*(M) = {x G W*(M) ; feW = x*}, RW*(A0 = {x G 
JP(A0 ; <M*) = x*} and ^ = {x G 0*(AO®0"W ; (</>M<Ë)(t>N)(x) = x*}. Note that 
^ Pi / ^ = 0, so that JF(M)(g)JF(A0 = ^ e / ^ , by [9, 7.3.2]. 
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Clearly, RW*(JW)® RW*(iV) is the real Von Neumann subalgebra of W*{M)® W*{N), 
generated by M (g) N, and therefore by TW(M®N). Since TW(M®N) is universally re
versible, we have 

RW*(JW(M®A0) = RW*(M)^RW*(A0, 

by Lemma 2.8. If x G RW*(M), and y G RW*(A0, then 

(<t>M®<l>N){x ® y) = MX) ® <M» = X* <g)J>* = (x (g)^)*. 

Thus, RW*(M) ® RW*(7V) C ^ , and so, RW*(M)<8> RW*(A0 C ^ , since ^ is weak-* 
closed, by [9, 7.3.2]. Then from the above and Lemma 2.8 it follows that 

RW*(JW(M§)À0) = RW*(AO<§>RW*(A0 = ^ , 

and that 
W*(JW(M®NJ) = W*(M)®W*(N). 

Part (ii) is now immediate from (i), and the universal reversibility of TW(M®N). 
Note that if M and N are JW-algebras with no Type h part, then TW(M<g>N) is univer

sally reversible and W*(JW(M®NJ) = W*(M)®W*(N). 

PROPOSITION 2.10. Let M be a universally reversible JWr-algebra with no abelian 
part. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) M contains a weakly-closed Jordan ideal isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of a 
Von Neumann algebra, 

(ii) There is a non-zero projection e in ZyW*(M)) such that (j>M{è) ^ e-
(iii) Z(M) ? z(W*(M))sa. 

PROOF, (i) => (ii). Suppose that M contains a weakly-closed Jordan ideal J isomor
phic to the self-adjoint part of a Von Neumann algebra. By [9,4.3.6], there exists a central 
projection em M such that J = eM. Then W*(eM) = eW*(M) is a weakly-closed ideal 
of W*(M), and the restriction of <\>M to W*(eM) is the canonical *-antiautomorphism of 
W*(eM). Since M has no abelian part, neither does eM. Therefore, there is, by [9, 7.4.7], 
a projection/ of Z(W*(eM)) and hence, of Z(W*(M))9 such that <f)M(f) = e-f^f 

(ii) => (iii). Suppose that there is a projection e in Z(W*{M)) such that (J>M{^) i1 e> 
Since M is universally reversible, it consists of all self-adjoint elements of RW*(M), by 
[9, 7.3.3]. It follows that e £ M, and hence Z(M) ^ Z(W*(M))sa. 

(iii) => (ii) => (i). Suppose that (iii) holds. Then </>M(*) i1 x, for some x = x* ^ Z(M). 
Hence there must be a projection z in Z(jV*(Mf) such that <\>M(Z) i1 z, proving (ii). By 
[9,7.3.5], there are projections e G Z(M),/ G Z(FP(A*)) such that e+f+<j>M{f) = 1 and 
(1 — e)M ~jW*(M)SM- The condition (i) is immediate if e ^ 1. If e = 1, then <\>M leaves 
Z(fP(M)) pointwise invariant by [9,4.2.15], a contradiction. 

LEMMA 2.11. Let M be a JWT-algebra. If there exists a weakly closed ideal J of 
W*(M)such that W*(M) = /©<J>M(J), then Jsa ~ RW*(M)SM =Mviax—>x<&<j)M(x). 

PROOF. The proof is exactly the same as in Lemma 1.1. (ii) => (i) of [6]. 
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THEOREM 2.12. Let M be a Von Neumann algebra with no abelian part, and let N 
be any TW-algebra. Then 

JW(#£.a®A0 ~ (M®W*{N))sa. 

PROOF. Put M = ftfSM, then W*(M) = M © fW°, where the inclusion map of M 
into W*(M) is given by a —> a © a0, and the canonical *-antiautomorphism (J>M of W*(M) 
is defined by </>M(« © &°) = b © a0, by [9, 7.4.7]. Since M is a universally reversible 
JW-algebra, by [9, 7.4.6], which has no one-dimensional representations, TW(M®N) is 
universally reversible, by Proposition 2.7, and so 

W*(W(M®NJ) = W*(M)®W*(N), 

= (M®W*(N)) © (M°®W*(NJ). 

Since <f>M(M) = M°9 we have {<t>M®<l>N)(M <g> W*{NJ) = M° <g> JP(7V). But (/>M®<̂ V 

is normal on JP(A/)®^*(^V). Hence, it is normal on M®W*(N), and so 
(<t>k&<l>N){M®W*{N)) = M°®W*(N). That is 

W*(JW(M®NJ) = (<M<g>W*(N)) © (<f>M®<j>N){M®W*(N)). 

The described conclusion now follows from Lemma 2.11 because (t>M®<t>N is the canon
ical *-antiautomorphism of W* ( JW(M®A0). 

REMARK 2.13. Let Mu M2, Nbe JW-algebras. Then 

JW((Mi ®M2)®N) = JW(Afi®JV)© JW(M2®JV). 

This follows easily from the definitions because 

W*(Mi ®M2)®W*(N) = (W*(Mi)® W*(M2))®W*(N), 

= (W*{MX)®W*{N)) © (W*(M2)®W*(NJ). 

THEOREM 2.14. Let M Ç fB(H)SM awd N Ç ®(À\fl fce universally reversible JW-
algebras with no abelian part Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) TW(M(g)N) contains no non-zero weakly-closed Jordan ideal isomorphic to the 
self-adjoint part of a Von Neumann algebra, 

(ii) Neither M nor N contains a non-zero weakly-closed Jordan ideal isomorphic to 
the self-adjoint part of a Von Neumann algebra. 

(Hi) TWHJC(M<S)N) contains no non-zero weakly-closed Jordan ideal isomorphic to 
the self-adjoint part of a Von Neumann algebra. 

If one (and hence all) of these conditions is satisfied, then 

JW(M(g)A0 ~ JWHj((M®N). 
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PROOF, (i) => (ii). Suppose that (i) holds, and assume that M contains a non-zero 
weakly-closed Jordan ideal isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of a Von Neumann algebra. 
Then by Remark 2.13 and Theorem 2.12 we see that TW(M<S>N) contains a weakly-closed 
Jordan ideal isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of a Von Neumann algebra. Hence (ii) 
follows by contradiction. 

(ii) =î (i). If (ii) holds, then </>M and 4>N fix the centres of W*(M) and W*(N), respec
tively, by Proposition 2.10. Since M and N are universally reversible, W* ( JW(M(g)JV)) = 
r^M)(g>JP(AO,andso 

Z(V(JW(M(§A0)) =Z(W*(M)®W*(NJ) 

= Z(W*(M))®Z(W*(NJ), 

by [20, 4.5.11]. Since (t>M®<t>N is the canonical *-antiautomorphism of fF*(Af)<8>fP*(A0 
and, by the above, fixes the centre of W (M)® W* (N), the conclusion follows from Propo
sition 2.10. 

(i) => (iii). By Lemma 2.3, TWHJC(M®N) is isomorphic to a weakly-closed Jordan 
ideal of JW(M0iV). 

(iii) => (ii). Let / be a weakly-closed Jordan ideal of M such that / is isomorphic to the 
self-adjoint part of a Von Neumann algebra. Then JWHJC(I®N) is a weakly-closed Jordan 
ideal of JW//^(M(§)Ar), and is isomorphic to an ideal of TW(I®N), by Lemma 2.3. But the 
latter is isomorphic the self-adjoint part of a Von Neumann algebra, by Theorem 2.12. 

The final statement follows from Corollary 2.6. 

3. On the centre of the tensor product of JW-algebras. It is well-known (see 20, 
[4.5.11]) that if 94\ and # ^ are Von Neumann algebras with centres Z\ and Z2, respec
tively, then the centre of the tensor product fWJ ® Mi is Z\ &Z2. It is natural to ask whether 
a similar result holds in the context of JW-algebras, and the JW-tensor product. 

It transpires that the answer is "no" in general, but that the situation is manageable if 
we confine ourselves to universally reversible JW-algebras. 

The following examples give some idea of the difficulties. 

EXAMPLE 3.1. Let M = N = (B(H)SM, where H is a complex Hilbert space. Then 

JW(M(g)7V) ~ (#(#)<§>#(#))5û 0 (S(//)®#(#))5f l ^ <B(H®H)SM 0 <B(H®H)SM 

so that 
Z(jW(M(g)7V)) = R 0 R ^ R = Z(M)®Z(N). 

EXAMPLE 3.2. Let M = N = F4„+i, for some n < 00. Then using [6, Theorem 8] 
we have 

Z(JW(M®NJ) = Z(JC(F4w+i ® V4n+ij) 

= R 0 R e R 0 R ^ R 

= Z(M)®Z(N). 
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EXAMPLE 3.3. Let M = N = F be an infinite dimensional spin factor. Then 

W(M®N) = (RW*(F)®RW*(F))^, 

by Theorem 2.9, and Proposition 2.7. In this case, again Z(M)<g>Z(N) = R. But 
Z(JW(M0AO) is infinite dimensional. This is because Z ( R W * ( F ) ) is infinite dimen
sional. Indeed, W*(V) = W*(V**) = C*(F)** by [9, 6.1.7(iv) and 7.1.11] and C*(V) 
has an uncountable family of inequivalent irreducible representations [13, Section 6]. 
So, c*(K)** certainly has an infinite orthogonal family of minimal central projections, 
and, since for any projection e E C*(F)** we have e + <f>v{è) G RW*(F), it follows that 
RW*(F) must have an infinite dimensional centre. 

In view of the intractability, in this context, of the Type h JW-algebras (described 
above) we will concentrate on the cases where both M and N are universally reversible. 
Even though it is not always (even then) the case thatZ(jW(M®AO) = Z{M)®Z(N), we 
can, nevertheless, describe Z(jW(M(g)Ar)) in terms of Z(M)®Z(N) (Theorem 3.10). 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let M and N be universally reversible JW'-algebras such that each 
of the centres ofW*(M) and W*(N) are pointwise fixed by their respective canonical *-
antiautomorphism. Then 

Z(W(M(g)NJ) = Z{M)®Z(N). 

PROOF. By [9, 7.3.3] Z(W*(M))sa = Z(M), and Z(W*(N))sa = Z(N). Now the 

fact that JP(jW(M<g)JV)) = W*(M)éw*(N), and Z(W*(M)®W*(N)) = Z(W*(M))® 

Z(W*(NJ) together with Lemma 2 of [14] implies that 

7J W* ( JW(M8)A0) ) = Z{M)®Z(N). 

But since Z(W*(Af)), Z(W*{N)) are pointwise invariant under <f>M, <J>N respectively, and 
<t>M®<f>N is normal on W*(M)®W*(N)9 it follows thatZ(W*(M))®Z(W*(NJ) is pointwise 
</>A/£̂ 0Ar-invariant, from which it follows that 

Z( JW(M(g)A0) = z( W* (JW(M(§)A0) ) , 

= Z(M)®Z(N), 

proving the proposition. 

COROLLARY 3.5. Let M and N be universally reversible TW-algebras such that nei
ther contains a non-zero Jordan ideal isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of a Von Neu
mann algebra. Then Z(jW(M®NJ) = Z(M)®Z(N). 

PROOF. This is immediate from Proposition 3.4, and Proposition 2.10. 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let !M be a Von Neumann algebra without abelianpart, andN a JW-
algebra. Then 

Z(W{MSM®N)) ~Z(tM)SM®Z(W*(N))sa. 

PROOF. Note first that for any Von Neumann algebra W, Z(WSM) = Z(W)SM. By 
Theorem 2.12, W{MSM®N) ~ (M®W*(N))sa. So by [20, 4.5.11] and [14, Lemma 2] 
we have 

Z(jW(flC<&/V)) ~Z(M®W*(N))sa9 

= (z(i»f)®z(Fr(iV))) , 

= Z(M)SM®Z(W*(N))sa, 

and the proof is complete. 

LEMMA 3.7. Let 9A. and 9^ be Von Neumann algebras without abelian part. Then 

Z(W(MSM®%.a)) * {Z(M)s.a®Z(*C)SM) © (Z{M)SM®Z{9t)s.a). 

PROOF. This is immediate since 

JW(f»fi.fl®fAL,) ^ (M®*C)SM © (M°®*C)SM. 

COROLLARY 3.8. Let M be an abelian TN-algebra and N any universally reversible 
JW-algebra. Then 

Z(JW(M0AO) = M®Z(N). 

PROOF. Observe that JW(Af(&/V) = M®N9 and that M = MSM for some abelian 
Von Neumann algebra fW. By Lemma [9, 7.3.5] we can write N = A(B WSM, where the 
centre of W*(A) is pointwise fixed by fa and, W is a Von Neumann algebra. Then 

Z(jW(M(g)v4)) = M®Z(A), 

by Proposition 3.4. Also, using [20, 4.5.11], 

Z(FN(M®Ws.a)) = Z(HM®Z(W)SM) = M®Z(WSM). 

Hence, 
Z(JW(Af®JV)) = M®Z{N). 

REMARK. According to Proposition 2.10, a given universally reversible JW-algebra 
M has a decomposition 

M = M{ 0 M 2 e M 3 , 

where M\ is the abelian part of M, the centre of W*(M\ © Mi) is pointwise fixed by 
its canonical *-antiautomorphism and, M3 is isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of a 
Von Neumann algebra. 

Retaining this notation, we prove: 
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THEOREM 3.10. Let M and N be universally reversible FN-algebras. Then 

Z(JW(M^)A0) ~ (Z(M)®Z(NJ) 0 (Z(M3)®Z(N3j). 

PROOF. By Remark 2.13, we have 

W(M®N) = JW((Mi 0M2)®(M ®N2j) 0 JW((Mi ®M2yg>N3) 

0 JW(M3®(7Vi 0 N2j) 0 W(M3®N3). 

Now, 

z(jW((Mi ©M2)®(A/i ®N2)fj = Z(MX ®M2)®Z(NX ®N2), 

by Proposition 3.4. By Lemma 3.6, we get 

z(jW((Mj ®M2)®N3)^J ^Z(JT(M1 ®M2j)sa®Z(N3), 

= z(Mi®M2y»z(N3y 

Similarly, 

z(jW(M3®(7Vi 0 7V2))) ~Z(M3)®Z(N{ 07V2). 

By Corollary 3.7, we get 

Z(W(M3®N3)) ~ (Z(M3)®Z(N3)) 0 (Z(M3)®Z(7V3)). 

Collecting terms, we have 

Z(JW(M®JV)) ~ (Z(M)(g)Z(A0) 0 (Z(M3)®Z(N3j)9 

as required. 

4. The type of the tensor products of JW-algebras. In this section we investi
gate the type of JW(M(g>A0, where M and N are JW-algebras. We first study the type of 
JW(M<g)N) when M and N are of Type /. Then we complete the discussion of tensoring 
different types of JW-algebras. In one sense, the work can be considered as an applica
tion of Theorem 2.9, Theorem 8 of [1] and Table 11.1 of [11]. However, our main object 
is to establish the "multiplication table" (Theorem 4.9) which describes completely the 
type of the tensor product JW(M<§)N). 

LEMMA 4.1. Let M be a JW'-algebra, and let N be a Type In JW'-factor, n < oo, and 
Xany compact Hausdorff space. Suppose that M contains a weak-* dense 5C-subalgebra 
of the form C(X, N). Then M is the same type as N. 

PROOF. If TV is an infinite dimensional spin factor, then this follows from the re
sult of Stacey [17]. So we may suppose that N is any finite dimensional factor. By [7, 
Corollary 5.1] for example, the fact that N is finite dimensional implies that C(X, N)** — 
C(Xf* 0 A ^ ~ C(Y) 0 N, for some compact hyperstonean space Y. But by hypothesis, 
there is a surjective normal homomorphism C(X, TV)** —> M and the described conclusion 
follows immediately from this. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let A, B be non-abelian finite dimensional YN-factors, and let X, Y be 
compact Hausdorff spaces. Then 

JC(C(X,A) ®min C(7,5)) = C(XxY)® (R\A) ® R * * ( * ) ) . 

PROOF. JC(C(X,^) ®min C(Y,B)) is universally reversible, by [4, Corollary 1.5]. 
Thus we see that, using [4, Theorem 2.2] 

CR(X) ® R CR(Y) ® R (fi*(y<) ®R **(*)) = (CR(X) ®R 5*04) ®R CR(7) ®R **(£)) 
\ /5.a V J s.a 

= (c(X,R*(AJ) ®R C(Y,R*(B)j)sa 

is norm dense in 3C(C(X,A) ®m\n C(Y,B)}, and so, 

Jc(c(X,^)®m i n C(7,£)) - C(Xx 7)® (R*(A)®RR\BJ)sa, 

as required. 

4.3. From [12, Lemma 3.1.7] we have the following real algebra identifications: 

C ®R C = C 0 C, C ®R M = M2(C), H (g)R H = Af4(R), 

and consequently the following tensor product table for M„(F) <g> Mm(¥f) 

Mm(R) Mm(C) Mm(H) 
Mn(R) M„m(R) M„m(C) M»(H) 
M„(C) M„ffl(C) M„m(C)©M„m(C) M2„m(C) 
M„(i) M„m(H) M2„m(C) M4„m(R) 

Recall that the Type /„ factors, n < oo, are Mw(F)5a, where F = R, C or D-Q and the spin 
factors [9, 5.3.8]. Also, recall that R* (Mn(fj) = M„(F% whenever « > 3 and F = R, C 
or HI [10, Corollary l,p. 143]. Thus, using 4.1-4.3 togetherwith the fact that JC(M®minN) 
is weak *-dense in the JW-tensor product TW(M®N) we obtain the following, which is 
a complete description of JW(M® JV), where M and N are JW-algebras of Type /fin with 
no Type 72,oo part. 

THEOREM 4.4. We have the following tensor product table for TW(M<g>N) 

(i) Inr®Imf> (3 < n, m < oo, F, F' = R, C, H). 

Im$L 4i,C Im,W 

In,R •InmM Aiw,C Inm,W 

In,C Inm,C Inm,C hnmfi 

In,M *nm,H hnm,C hnm,R 
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(ii) Inf®hjcQ < w < o o , F = R , C , H ; f c = 2 , . . . , 9 ) 

h,2 h,3 hA h,5 he hi ^2,8 h,9 

In,R hn,R hn,C hn,n hn,n UnM hn,C ^16n,R I\6n,R 

Ai,C hn,C hn,C Un,C hn£ kn,C hn,C I\6n,C hbn£ 

4,H hntf A»,c hn,R hn,R I\6n,R h(m£ I\6n,H ^16/i,H 

(hi) /y®/2,f (*,*' = 2, . . . ,9) 

h. 2 hi h 4 '2,5 he hi h 8 h 9 

ha h M h2,c h2,H h2,w h\n h4,c h R h,R 
h,i h C h2,c h C h\c h4,c h4,c h C h C 

h,A h H h\c ^24 R h4,R h5,R h\c h H h H 

h,s h H h\c ^24 R h4,R h5,R h,c h ,H h H 

h,6 h H h4,c h R h5,R h6,R h6,c I2e M h H 

hj I24 
C h4,c h C h,c h6,c h& h ,c h C 

h,$ h R h5,c h H h5,M h*,H h\c h M h R 

h,9 h R h5,c h H h5,H h6,n h7,c h ,R h R 

COROLLARY 4.5. If M and N are JW-algebras of Type hn without Type 72,oo part 
then TW(M(&N) is of the same type (without Type h,oo part). 

In order to complete the description of TW(M®N) for the remaining types of M and 
TV we will need results which relate the type of M to that of W*(M). 

LEMMA 4.6. Let V be an infinite dimensional spin factor. Then W*(V) has no Type 7fin 

part. 

PROOF. On the contrary, suppose that W*(V) does have (non-zero) Type 7fin part. 
Then there is a central projection e of W*(V) such that eW*(V) ~ C(X,M„(Cfj for some 
n < 00 and some compact hyperstonean space X (see [9, 7.4.5]). Then 0 ^ eV C 
C(X,Mn(C)y Also V ~ eV because Fis simple. Therefore, the postliminal C*-algebra 
C(X,M„(C)) contains a copy of the antiliminal Clifford C*-algebra C*(V). This is im
possible, by [13, Proposition 6.2.9]. 

THEOREM 4.7. Let M be a YN-algebra. Then 
(a) M is of Type 7fin without Type /2,oo part if and only ifW*(M) is of Type 7fin. 
(b) if M is universally reversible then M is of Type I^ (resp. II\, IIQQ, III) if and only 

ifW*{M) is of Type loo (resp. IIlt //«,, III). 
(We note that M is universally reversible if it is of Type I^, II\, HQQ or III). 

PROOF, (b) This is due to Ajupov [1, Theorem 8] and St0rmer [19, Corollary 6.5]. 
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(a) Suppose that W (M) is of Type 7fin. Then M is certainly finite because any family of 
orthogonal equivalent projections of Mare orthogonal and unitarily equivalent in W*(M) 
and so must be finite. Now (b) implies that M must be of Type 7fin. If M has a (non-zero) 
Type /2,oo then it must contain a copy of an infinite dimensional spin factor V. But then 
[F]~,the JT*-algebra generated in W*(M)by V is not ofType/fin, by Lemma 4.6, because 
it is a quotient of W*(V). Since every JF-subalgebra of a Type hn W* -algebra is also of 
Type 7fin, this is a contradiction. 

By (b), and in view of [4, Lemma 2.6], in order to prove the converse it is enough 
to suppose that M — C(X, V^), where k < oo and X is compact hyperstonean. But then 
(see Lemma 2.5 of [4], W*(M) = C(X, W*(Vk)) which is of Type 7fin, and the proof is 
complete. 

THEOREM 4.9. The type of TW(M<g>N) for TW-algebras M and N is given in the 
following table 

h,k<œ /m>3 ^OO Ih //oo III 

h,k<oo 

In>3 
see Theorem 4.4 ^oo Ih //oo III 

^oo /oo /oo //oo //oo III 

ih //. //oo Ih //oo III 

//oo //oo //oo //oo //oo III 

m III /// /// III III 

PROOF. Let M and N be any JW-algebra of any of the types occuring in the table. 
By Theorem 4.7 M and W*(M) (respectively, N and W*(N)) are of the same type. In 
addition TW(M®N) and W*(M)&W*(N) are of the same type. This is because, by Propo
sition 2.7 and Theorem 2.9, JW(M0AO is universally reversible with W* (TW(M<g>NJ) = 
W*(M)®W*(N), and so the claim follows from Theorem 4.7. The above table is now an 
immediate consequence of [15, Theorem 2.6.6], [20, Theorem 5.2.30]. 
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